ABSTRACT This paper presents an Emotion Network structure for modeling crowd emotions to simulate socially emotional crowds. The emotion model focuses on entire crowds, builds individual emotion spaces as network nodes, embodies psychological linkages with relationship arcs, and clusters emotionally homogeneous crowds into EmotionTrees. According to the maximum value of the emotion component and the psychological distance, crowds are initialized as different trees. With relational distributions of crowd changes, agents move between different subgroups. Then, we construct emotion-oriented commands with subgroup constraints according to intergroup emotion theory. For execution, motion variables are calculated from emotion commands (i.e., emotion source-oriented orientation, and velocity and emotion strength-based motion clip selection). Experiments on bystanders, football fans, violent protestors, and guided marching behaviors demonstrate that the Emotion Network can improve crowd behavior modeling with particular attention to the impacts of group constraints and emotional characteristics, which can reflect environment stimuli and changes. The model can be integrated into physical crowd simulators as a high-level emotion manager, providing intelligent emotional support in improving the realism of human-like crowds.
I. INTRODUCTION
As a requirement for many applications (e.g., advanced animations for movies, cartoons, and advertising; immersive industrial and safety training simulations; and interactive military war games and mission rehearsals) through which virtual characters behave emotionally, the problem of modeling agents with rich emotional features is a central issue of crowd simulation. Previous work based on geometric or physical crowd models has contributed to the area of crowd dynamics. Recent work on behavior modeling have focused on issues of high level cognitive functionality, but it has tended to ignore the effects of emotions in simulating crowd behavior. Several advanced emotion modeling methods for generating emotional crowds have been developed.
The state of art in emotion modeling is mainly derived from theoretical methods. A large collection of peer-reviewed studies on human emotions and performance as a function of personality differences, moods, and collective psychologies has been published. Unfortunately, the existing literature rarely addresses ways to encode such findings into methods suitable for controlling crowd behavior. Therefore, the first key focus of our method is to make use of theoretical results for the management of emotional crowds.
Almost all recently conducted simulations involving an emotion model have aimed at the presentation of individual emotional behaviors. However, in regard to crowd emotions, numerous factors complicate such simulations, such as the anonymity of individual psychologies in a crowd, relations between individuals and small groups, and conformity to intergroup emotion. Thus, our second key goal is to develop an emotion model focused on entire crowds to improve the realism of socially emotional crowds by considering interaction mechanisms functioning among individuals on an emotion level.
Based on theories of social network and intergroup emotions, we present an Emotion Network framework for simulating socially emotional crowds. It creates individual emotion spaces as network nodes, embodies psychological links between individuals as relationship arcs, and divides crowds into subgroups as EmotionTrees. EmotionTrees encode these paradigms into commands oriented by emotions and executed by tree nodes. With changes in the relational distribution of crowds and in the contagion of emotions, agents also move between subgroups.
Experiments on typical emotional crowd members, such as wandering bystanders, passionate fans, and raging protestors, demonstrate that our method can be used to simulate autonomous crowd behaviors with various emotional features. Likewise, our method can be integrated into a physical crowd simulator as a high-level emotion manager providing intelligent support to a low-level driver.
II. RELATED WORK
In this section, we give a brief overview of prior work related to crowd simulation, path planning and emotional crowd. We refer interested readers to excellent reviews [1] - [4] .
A. CROWD SIMULATION
There is a great deal of research in the topic of modeling behavior of a crowd. These solutions can be divided into two diverse categories: global and local approaches.
In the global models, a crowd is regarded as a continuous group and can be formulated as fluid flows. Hughes [5] proposes a continuum theory for the flow, Treuille et al. [6] extend the work using a dynamic potential field to integrate global navigation with moving obstacles and people, [7] focus specifically on the problem of simulating the interagent dynamics of large, dense crowds in real time. In addition, Chenney [8] employs flow tiles to design velocity fields ensures the smooth flow of agents, Jin et al. [9] proposes a simple method to generate fields for the interactive control of crowd navigation, Patil et al. [10] offer a goal-directed navigation field for multiple groups. These approaches are particularly suitable for high-density simulations. However, such approaches model a global optimum, whereas humans generally behave less optimally and can even get stuck in very dense situations.
Local models for agent behavior can be traced back to the seminal work of Reynolds [11] , [12] by means of a set of rules and the particle system [13] , [14] which resort to forces. Many future crowd simulation methods derive from the two kinds of work. They have accounted for sociological factors [15] , psychological effects [16] , directional preferences [17] , and other models of pedestrian behavior, including [18] - [20] , [54] . Local approaches are hard to properly model the behavior of agents that aim to move towards specified goals due to easily getting stuck behind an obstacle. Thus, local models are often combined with global planning techniques for practical crowd simulation which will be elaborated on the next section.
Additionally, the example-based methods to crowd simulation has recently emerged as a new way of reproducing complex crowd behaviors mimicking real crowd. The key idea is to reedit pre-recorded trajectories [21] , [22] or learn the motion model [23] . These methods can maintain the realism of local trajectories, but do not generalize as well as the microscopic approaches which try to mathematically formulate the main principles by which humans move in crowds.
B. PATH PLANNING
Extensive literature exists on path planning in terms of graph, roadmap, or static potential field. Pettré et al. [16] uses navigation graphs of static scenes to find pedestrian paths in realtime but does not account for collisions or congestion. Early roadmap-based planning methods directly sampled roadmap nodes from space-time volume [24] , [25] . More recent methods construct the roadmap by a static spatial probabilistic roadmap [26] , [27] . Later, some algorithms are extended to dynamic environments, multiple agents and deformable models [28] , [29] . However, they may not adapt to environments with a wealth of independent agents.
Many other methods such as the potential field have been introduced for path-planning. These methods have the ability to execute smooth paths, but requires appreciable computational resources, thus is hard to be performed in real time. Later, Treuille et al. [6] present a dynamic potential field simultaneously integrates global navigation with moving obstacles such as other people.
The methods mentioned above are devised to generate collision-free paths [55] , but they do not take into account the physical characteristics of the agents. For this reason, the preliminary approach is proposed by Choi et al. [30] . In this approach, a deformable motion model is presented to allow animated characters to navigate through cluttered environments by real-time interactive navigation and path planning. But the method didn't ensure the energy efficiency of agents. But some methods highlight the computation of expended energy. Levine et al. [31] combine path planning in space and time with parameterized controllers by integrating various cost functions. However, the energy minimization has not yet been examined and implemented. Guy et al. [32] use an optimization method to compute a biomechanically energy-efficient, collision-free trajectory that minimizes the amount of effort for each heterogeneous agent in a large crowd. In [33] , Anagnostopoulos use a mathematical equation that returns an approximation of the VO2 expenditure for different actions as a parameter to describe the expended energy of a character performing a given task.
C. EMOTIONAL CROWD SIMULATION
Traditional crowd simulators ignore the psychological differences between individuals. Many methods integrate emotion and psychological states into the simulation of autonomous agents [34] , [35] , [40] . Shao and Terzopoulos [18] incorporate perceptual, behavioral and cognitive control components into the autonomous pedestrians model. Following the study, Yu and Terzopoulos [36] build a behavioral model using decision networks upon the autonomous pedestrians model. Similar to the approach, [37] uses formal models of personality and emotions, traits are represented as nodes of decision networks. Representing a middle ground between high-level cognition and low-level physiology, emotion is central to crowd behavior research. A handful of work on emotional concepts can be categorized into the following clusters: compiling scripts for emotional behavior, mapping emotional factors based on motion parameters, and developing regulations on crowd behavior.
Representative works that compile script include the PMFserv system and the ViCrowd model [38] , [39] . PMFserv abstracts normal forms from the literature and builds performance moderator functions for human behavior modeling. ViCrowd divides crowds into clusters based on degrees of autonomy, and each cluster is given its own behavior database. These methods always involve an onerous preprocess for constructing script databases and lack support from an interaction mechanism between individuals on an emotion level.
Another intuitive and directive method involves connecting emotional factors to motion parameters. The social force model [14] , [41] defines an urgency/panic factor that affects motion parameters and that simulates an emergency escape. Panic element methods embedded in Cellular Automata denote the panic threshold and the tendency for imitation to represent the possibility for an agent to copy another's motion. The personality marked HiDAC model [42] maps personality traits onto crowd motion parameters and diverse motion extents for crowds. However, these methods tend focus on the effects of crowd dynamics and reveal little in terms of behaviors.
Psychological and behavioral rules are easily integrated into physical rule-based models. One simulation of the Pennsylvania Station combined cognitive rules for local steering and task scheduling for decision-making. Pan et al. allowed for the authority of guidance and aggressive and gentle propensities for several agents to simulate evacuation behaviors of leading, queuing and herding [43] . Yeh et al. divide these authorities into circles that could change in size and shape depending on conditions in performing different functions. However, rules fixed in scenarios are particular to special situations and are non-portable. Furthermore, mature psychology behavior models for individuals [44] have been proposed for the purpose of producing rich expressions and natural gestures. In addition, an emotion contagion method [45] - [47] for crowd evacuation has been proposed in recent years. However, due to a lack of complex interaction mechanisms among intelligent individuals, they are difficult to apply to crowds.
III. OVERVIEW
In this paper, we present an Emotion Network structure for crowd emotion modeling and emotion-oriented behavior generation. The architecture of the Emotion Network is inspired by social network theory [48] and intergroup emotion theory [49] . Problems related to emotion propagation are addressed as the contagion of energy inspired by Freud's ''psychic energy'' [50] and by related recently developed physiological theories [51] . This section provides an overview of our method (as is shown in Fig.1 ) and then presents an algorithm that integrates our novel structure into a traditional simulator.
Original crowds initialized by social relations settled randomly are input as a network structure. Emotions elicited by environmental events classify crowds into subgroups based on the maximum value of the emotional component and the psychological distance. Each subgroup is characterized by a specific emotion that increases cohesion within a group and that loosens linkages with other groups. These emotionoriented groups are denoted as EmotionTrees that organize agent emotional spaces as nodes within. An EmotionTree reflects outside stimuli, updates its structure, and gives VOLUME 6, 2018 emotion commands to its nodes. A motion selection system is used to match emotional energy with corresponding action clips from a special clip database of a given EmotionTree. Finally, commands are executed by the agent, affecting decision-making and physical simulator implementation.
A traditional simulation system can be functionally parsed into two layers: a physical layer (PL) for navigation, collision prevention and motion execution, and a decision layer (DL) for cognition, analysis and decision-making.
The PL is denoted as:
in which pcs represents the collection of physical states of crowds simulated and ens represents the environmental states of geometric entities and paths. Likewise, the DL is built on a PL can be denoted as:
in which tl represents the target list of crowds; ics represents the collection of intentional states of crowds, and ene denotes environmental events causing crowds to change movement decisions.
We build our emotion layer (EL) on the two layers as:
in which ecs represents crowd emotional states. We assume that during each time step, the simulator performs the following steps:
-EL updates crowd emotion states using EL.UPDATE () as explained in detail in Section III B (2).
-DL perceives external information, cognizes environmental events, analyzes internal intentions and makes decisions for a crowd denoted as function DL.UPDATE ().
-PL receives decisions from DL, searches through the geometric states of entities and paths, and applies collision avoidance to address problems of motion execution denoted as function PL.UPDATE ().
The updated function of DL computes decisions for crowds as follows:
in which v e denotes the emotion-controlled velocity computed from the emotion layer; fsm represents an algorithm of a finite state machine; navigation is an algorithm for navigation, and decisions are simplified by the collection of expected velocity vectors for navigation.
The update function of PL calculates the final movements of crowds, which is written as:
in which v d is the determined velocity given by the decision layer and ca represents an algorithm for collision avoidance that generates a collection of velocity vectors that denote the movements of crowds.
Various decision-making and cognitive mechanisms can be used to update the decision layer, and methods used to update crowd physical states can vary between simulation systems. Regardless of the mechanisms of UPDATE functions used in physical and decision layers, our emotion model is functional.
IV. EMOTION NETWORK
The architecture of the Emotion Network is composed of submodules of an EmotionTree that includes individual nodes and relationship arcs as is shown in Fig. 2 . 
A. DEFINITION
Definitions of each sub-module are presented as follows:
EmotionTree: intergroup emotions. Birds of a feather flock together; people of the same sort are usually attracted to one another. The EmotionTree is denoted as:
where • δ i represents a collection of internal emotion values of the group for identification, including the emotions of this tree, the threshold of emotion energy, and the period during which the emotion is experienced;
• δ e represents a collection of external emotion values that impact the out group, including emotion concentration levels (calculated from the following equation), density, and the radius of the covered area.
• r is the root of the group, representing the uniform center, goal, and target or focused object of the group;
• ϕ is the collection of group members;
• denotes the boundaries of groups across a geometric distribution;
• C represents the database used to store action clips clustered by linkages between specific emotions and specific types of behaviors.
Relationship Arc: psychological links between individuals. Humans are social creatures and rely on others to fulfill their social and emotional needs. The psychological and societal links between people allow for emotional perception and communication (e.g., trust in others, interpersonal perceptions, and group coherence). The Relationship Arc is denoted as Relationship Arc = {α, β, ω; Spring, Propagation} (8) Where:
• α and β represent the source node and destined node, respectively. As psychological linkages are always directional, the direction of emotion contagion should be determined.
• ω is the weight of the relationship or the psychological distance. Members of a family related by kin with a uniform target or religion or belonging to the same group are more similar psychologically than strangers. Therefore, the function for computing the weight is given by
Here dis (.,.) is the distance between two nodes; uniform (.,.) denotes whether two agents belong to the same community; dGoal (.,.) denotes differences in their goals; acq (.,.) denotes acquaintances; pert (.,.) denotes the pertinence of emotion states; dMood (.,.) denotes differences in mood states.
• Spring represents the flexibility of a given connection. Emotional relations psychologically deter or repulse individuals. Reflected in the geometric space is the change in distance: stretch (.,.) or shrink (.,.).
• Propagation denotes the process of emotion contagion. In quantifying psychological factors including subconscious and conscious processes, we develop a propagation process for the weight of relationship linkages computed from (10):
in which ϑ e k is the propagating speed of emotion e k (the distance over which emotions are spread in the unit time); µ e k is the attenuating speed (the attenuated value per unit of time); e ij k is the remaining value after the original emotion difference propagates along the arc; and E ij is the propagating emotion vector from agent i to j. In addressing emotion propagation, the contributions of individuals with more emotional strength are considered, and thus emotional energy can only transfer from a higher node to a lower one. Emotion Node: the individual emotion model is denoted as:
where:
· E is the emotion space of the agent, which is defined based on the emotion wheel theory developed by Plutchik [52] . The wheel of emotion (as shown in Fig. 8 ) includes eight basic emotions that are opposed in pairs and that are of multiple shades. As emotions range from negative emotions to positive ones on the diagonal, we divide the emotion space into four basic dimensions: e 0 (surprise-interest), e 1 (sadness-happiness), e 2 (fear-anger), e 3 (disgust-trust), ranged in [−1, 1].
Definition of the emotion state: ∀t ∈ (0, T now ), i ∈ (0, 3); the emotion state at time tis given by (12):
e 0,t−1 , e 1,t−1 , e 2,t−1 , e 3,t−1
In this equation, (E t−1 ) is the remaining emotional strength after decay from the last update time and is given by (13) , P(x) is the function for personalization computed as (14) , t (σ ) is the part evoked by environmental events and is given by the emotion appraisal approach, and (ω) is the influence of emotion contagion effects given by the crowd Emotion Network computed as (10) .
Definition of the emotion decay: As the attenuation curve of emotion is approximate to the curve of the exponential function, emotion decay is calculated using (13):
· P is the personality vector based on the OCEAN model [53] . The five main factors considered are openness, conscientiousness, extraversion, agreeableness and neuroticism, as denoted by vector:
We use matrix A to personalize the emotional influence of others, and the emotional strength elicited from environmental events is written as:
in which a st is the weighting coefficient of influence that personality s imposes on emotion t. Definition of the emotion influence: Assume that an agent with personality P has received an original increment of emotion as E. After personalization, the emotion influence is given by (16):
Combined with the propagated emotion given by (10), the outside influence of emotion contagion effects on agent i can be represented as:
Here n is the number of neighbors who impact agent i.
· C is the emotional command constructed on the theoretical foundations of emotion rules given by the EmotionTree that the node belongs to. We extract emotion rules from the VOLUME 6, 2018 psychological literature and observed data, combine these rules into paradigms, and construct emotion commands as:
where C k is the command given by EmotionTree k, P event represents the positioning of the event source, P object is the positioning of the object that emotions affect, e k is the corresponding emotional energy, Action k is the selected motion clip moving with e k , and T k is the period during which this emotion is active. The process of abstracting commands from emotion rules is given in Section IV C.
B. ALGORITHM
Based on definitions of the sub-modules given in the last section, algorithms of the Emotion Network are designed as follows. The process involves the initialization of the Emotion Network and updating the EmotionTrees.
1) INITIALIZE THE EMOTION NETWORK
When a set of agents are input with random social relations and initial emotions, we use an emotion clustering algorithm as follows: i. Initialize eight basic emotions {ES 
ii. Find the clustering center: the original center of cluster ES k is denoted as the emotion vector of an agent with the maximum emotion component |e k |.
iii. Calculate the average intra-cluster distance of the emotion set for the main component of the emotion vector. Sort the elements in set ES k based on the main emotion component e k as {E 0 , E 1 , E 2 , · · · , E m } with e k,0 < e k,1 < · · · < e k,m , and calculate the psychological distance between the two adjacent emotion nodes:
. (20) iv. Calculate the average inter-cluster distance between emotion sets. Assuming that the number of emotion sets is n, the inter-cluster average distance can be computed as:
ArcWeight(Center i , Center j ). After the above processes, the resulting EmotionTree satisfies the following: the absolute value of the main emotion component is maximized and the average inter-cluster distance is minimized.
2) UPDATE THE EMOTIONTREE
After individual emotion updating by (12) , the relational distribution of crowds' changes and agents move across different subgroups. Therefore, the EmotionTree should be able to absorb new nodes, expel old ones and regulate intraconfigurations while maintaining its boundary.
Absorb: when a free node enters the influence field of an EmotionTree, its corresponding emotional component exceeds the low threshold of this tree while the psychological distance (relation weight) is close enough and thus the free node will be absorbed by the EmotionTree. A tree may also absorb a node when its corresponding emotion component is stronger than the threshold value regardless of its positioning or psychological distance to other members. The pseudocode for Algorithm 1 is shown in Table 1 . Expel: each member node in an EmotionTree should be checked to ensure that its main emotion component exceeds the lower threshold. Otherwise it will be expelled from the tree. A member far from the boundary or positioned at a large psychological distance to other members that exceeds the average d * value should also be expelled. The pseudocode for Algorithm 2 is shown in Table 2 .
Configuration regulation: the intra-configuration of the EmotionTree is organized as a max heap. Its root has the maximum major emotion strength level, and leaf nodes have minimum levels, rendering the expel operation and computation of emotion propagation more convenient. Therefore, methods used to regulate the intra-configuration of an EmotionTree are similar to those applied to a heap. Boundary fix: the geometrical boundary is denoted as a plane polygon, and the method used to fix an EmotionTree's boundary is the same as that used to compute the convex hull of the set of tree members' positions in two dimensions. We use the Melkman algorithm to compute the convex hull. In comparison to the rest of the convex hull algorithms, it is actually an on-line algorithm. It computes the hull as points are entered (note that all other algorithms involve finding an extreme point first). This means that the ordering of vertices does not need to be known either. The pseudocode for Algorithm 3 is shown in Table 3 .
C. CROWD EMOTION PARADIGMS
Emotions and their expression are regulated by social norms, values, and expectations. These norms and values influence what the appropriate objects of emotion are defined as (i.e., what events should make a person angry, happy, jealous, and so on), and they also influence how emotions are to be expressed. We introduce the concept of the Emotion Paradigm (EP) to render these norms and potential processes of emotion more recognizable and convenient to model. An EP has five necessary elements: a source (event that evoked the corresponding emotion), an object (to whom or what the emotion directed), a strength level (quantified energy level of an emotion), a performance level (how to display or express an emotion), and a period (active period of emotional expression), denoted as:
We quantify EP into a computable emotion command C k as noted in Section IV A:
Source and Object are determined based on their positions P event and P object . Strength is normalized to e k , with a range of (−1, 1) for measurement purposes. As we aim to simulate the behavior of a crowd, emotions are expressed as various actions and are stored in a clip database. The method used to select an action clip based on corresponding levels of emotional strength is described in detail in Section IV D. Period is denoted as the active time T k of emotion k.
We divide the subgroup constraints into emotional paradigms. EmotionNodes are divided into three phases based on stages of emotional performance: free nodes, candidates and members. Free nodes are agents of eventless emotions without any major emotional component or that are positioned outside of the influence of an emotional group. Candidates are impacted by a strange emotional component and expect to join congeners, but such emotions can be expressed. When candidates enter a group, inspired by others their main emotions become more pronounced, resulting in the creation of member nodes. Transitions of the three emotion states are shown in Fig. 3 . The tree provides different commands to candidates and members so that they can constrain their behavior. When simulating, agents execute emotion commands by calculating motion variables from these commands (e.g., emotion source-oriented orientation and direction, emotion strength-based motion clip selection, action-constrained velocity, etc.).
We construct emotion paradigms and commands for the basic emotions: interest and surprise, happiness and sadness, anger and fear, and trust and disgust.
1) INTEREST AND SURPRISE
Emotions of interest and surprise can evoke various behaviors (e.g., attentive watching, gazing, etc.). The focus is placed on the event or object that causes the emotion. When emotions spread to crowds, because crowds enjoy social comparison and anonymous responsibility, collective phenomena (e.g., crowding) occur with long-term effects. As people tend to imitate others, individuals always adopt the behaviors of congeners. Therefore, a common event that cannot attract considerable interest may attract curious onlookers due to a group effect. We use the Interest & Surprise EmotionTree to depict bystander behaviors and define its properties as follows:
-Based on novel information from the environment, set the agent with the most interest (surprise) as the root, and build an interest or surprise tree.
-Absorb nodes with interest (surprise) levels greater than the emotion threshold; add them to the candidate list; give a command for candidates to gather.
-Once the candidates gather and enter the tree area, remove them from the candidate list and add them to the member list.
-Command the members to engage in corresponding actions through the tree action database.
-Measure the time period and expel the node that is no longer active.
Emotion paradigms and commands of the interest and surprise tree and function 0 are denoted as is shown in Table 4 . And the performance of the interest and surprise tree is shown in Fig. 4 . 
2) HAPPINESS AND SADNESS
Happy and sad emotions are identified based on whether individual expectations are consistent with the situation. When the two extreme states are found in a crowd synchronously, they stimulate one another. This feature is particularly pronounced among fans. While watching a football game, football fans can exhibit extreme emotions ranging from sheer exhilaration to pure sadness. The bond forged between fans of a team provides them with emotional camaraderie while leading them to share a bitter hatred of the enemy. We build a happiness and sadness EmotionTree to imitate fan behaviors, and its properties are denoted as follows:
-Divide nodes into two groups based on initial settings; build the happiness tree and then the sadness tree.
-Compute the tree boundaries and emotion concentrations. When a node occupies its enemy tree's area, the intensity of its major emotion will increase.
-Choose the action through the clip database according to the emotional energy.
Commands of the happiness and sadness tree and of the corresponding function 1 are denoted as shown in Table 5 . And the performance of the happiness and sadness tree is shown in Fig. 5. 
3) ANGER AND FEAR
Anger is a situated and embodied emotional experience that inhibits or improves ongoing respectful relationships. James Averill has identified the following rules for anger:
-A person has the right (duty) to become angry at any intentional wrongdoing or at unintentional misdeeds when such misdeeds are correctable.
-Anger should only be directed at persons and by extension at other entities that can be held responsible for certain actions.
-Anger should not be displaced on an innocent third party, and it should also not be directed at the target for reasons other than the instigation.
-The purpose of anger should be to correct a situation, to restore equity, and/or to prevent recurrence, and it should not be used to inflict injury or pain on the target or to achieve selfish ends through intimidation. 
4) TRUST AND DISGUST
Trust is attributable to relationships maintained within and between social groups. Trust is defined as follows:
-A trustee's willingness to be obedient to the actions of another trustee.
-Confidence that the trusted individual will behave in a way that benefits the trustee.
-An absence of enforcement or control over actions performed by the trustee.
When trusted individuals focus on a certain trustee, leadership forms. Leadership based on trust, cohesion, and team constraints in a human group differs from phenomena that align animals, which tend to form long-term relationships with others. Elements of trust can account for many of the structures we see in organized groups. We use the trust tree to describe behaviors of guided marching. Commands of the tree and of corresponding function 3 are denoted as shown in Table 7 . And the performance of the tree is shown in Fig. 7 .
D. MOTION MATCHING SYSTEM
The energy level of an emotion defines the intensity of a performance. For facial animation, it manifests as different expressions; for cognation systems, it manifests as various decisions made; in neurological research, it is measured from the intensity of brain waves. When studying crowd behavior, we use vivid motion clips to reflect degrees of emotion.
According to the emotion cone, the vertical dimension represents the intensity level, and the circle denotes levels of similarity between emotions. We divide the clips into groups of different types. Each group is used as a sub-database for an emotional component. Clips of a group are distinguished by frequency, scope, elongation levels, etc. We then match these measurements with levels of emotion strength for motion selection as is shown in Fig. 8 . 
FIGURE 7.
Performance of the Trust Tree. The leader (trustee) is first set as the root of the trust tree. It then absorbs nearby nodes close with more trust than the threshold and places them in the candidate list, commanding them to gather. When candidates are close enough to the end of the queue, they are turned into members. A new point that influences and attracts outside nodes is always set as the end of the marching queue.
To prevent the inconsistent selection of coterminous clips defined by levels of emotion, we must delay the emotion updating period until the current motion clip has been executed. An algorithm of motion synthesis is used to compose continuous motions and it involves finding the key frame (Algorithm 4 is shown in Table 8 ) and keyframe-based motion synthesis (Algorithm 5 is shown in Table 9 ).
For different emotions (major emotion component changes), agents must move between EmotionTrees. Thus, for the sub-database of motion clip changes, a simple motion graph is created for transitions as is shown in Fig. 9 .
V. IMPLEMENTATION AND RESULTS

A. SIMULATOR
This transplantable Emotion Network is relatively independent from low level physical models. Our model is based on the simulation of a force model for collision avoidance and a potential field for navigation. We use simple interaction methods and a task decision system as a cognition model. The edited skin color corresponds to that of the wheel of emotion to perform psychological states. There are some of the benefits of using our Emotion Network to study crowd behaviors (as is shown in Fig. 10) . Firstly, our model can produce dynamic phenomena with emotional features while the individual model produces random behavioral changes and says nothing of situations not involving emotions; secondly, our method can be used to simulate autonomous crowd behaviors with various emotional features. Additionally, our method can be integrated into a physical crowd simulator as a high-level emotion manager providing intelligent support to a low-level driver.
We illustrate its performance through various scenarios:
B. BYSTANDERS
This scenario depicts the formation of haphazard crowds of bystanders (Fig. 11) . There are two houses in the scene where pedestrians are produced. Pedestrians leave one house to enter another house. A flag (Fig. 11) in the scene represents a haphazard event. Several pedestrians are attracted first, and then more become interested and surround the scene. We also apply a mouse interaction event that disrupts the simulation by placing a cartoon model in the scene. This results in the autonomous formation of a crowd of bystanders (Fig. 12 ). An emotion potential mesh shows the energy level of interest as the circle is formed ( Fig. 16(a) ). 
C. AUDIENCE
In this scenario, we simulate the behaviors of an audience watching a football game on TV (Fig. 13) . The audience has been divided into two groups by initial major emotion components representing the fans of the two football teams. Throughout the game, the emotions of the audience rise and fall and are expressed in the form how to generate EmotionTrees of clapping, cheering, heckling, and crying. An emotion potential mesh is created to show the two opposing emotions when a goal is scored ( Fig. 16(b) ).
D. VIOLENT PROTESTORS
In the scenario shown in Fig. 14, we simulate a crowd protesting at a town hall. Police prevent the angry crowd from VOLUME 6, 2018 rushing towards the politicians. Once the angry protestors are stopped, they violently attack the officers. Some of the protestors break through the defensive wall. An emotion potential mesh is figured to illustrate the expression of anger as the anger tree is extended (Fig. 16(c) ).
E. GUIDED MARCHING
This scenario depicts a procession formed autonomously on a street (Fig. 15) . In real life, parades are always led by a few initiators and are followed by accepting participators. We simulate this situation by designating an initiator of loitering pedestrians. Upon experiencing trust, surrounding followers march in a procession. An emotion potential mesh illustrates the expression of trust during the formation of the procession ( Fig. 16(d) ).
F. COMPARISON
To illustrate the advantages of the Emotion Network, we conducted a simulation involving bystanders under three different conditions: original simulation without the emotion model, simulation with emotion factors in agents and with corresponding maps on behavior and simulation with the Emotion Network (shown in Fig. 17 ). In the simulation without an emotion layer, pedestrians ignore the event and move toward their targets. Implanting emotional properties into agents and setting corresponding influence maps causes some pedestrians to stop but only impresses scattered onlookers. For the simulation involving the Emotion Network, a crowd of bystanders forms naturally, remains for a period of time and then gradually disperses.
VI. CONCLUSION
We introduce an Emotion Network to address the challenging problem of simulating socially emotional crowds. Inspired by theories of social networks and intergroup emotions, we build individual emotion spaces as network nodes, embody their psychological linkages with relationship arcs, and cluster emotionally homogeneous crowds into EmotionTrees. Natural behaviors with collective constraints and emotional characteristics are generated by extracting emotion rules and by constraining behaviors with tree commands. By eliciting emotion rules and mapping emotion rules into paradigms, we construct tree commands based on emotion factors (e.g., the event source, object, strength level and period). From intergroup emotion theory, we apply subgroup constraints to emotion commands. Emotion nodes are divided into three phases: free nodes, candidates and members. Finally, motion variables can be calculated from emotion commands (emotion source-oriented orientation, velocity and emotion strength-based motion clip selection).
We successfully construct emotion paradigms for four basic emotions and we simulate phenomena related to bystanders, football fans, violent protestors and guided marches. Compared to simulations not involving emotions and compared to the individual emotion model, our model can produce dynamic phenomena with emotional features while the individual model produces random behavioral changes and says nothing of situations not involving emotions.
Our model is limited in its depiction of overlaps between subgroups. It is difficult to address multi-identity issues of emotional self-categorization even in real life. Furthermore, we would like to explore the behavioral features of crowds with complex mixed emotions as well as interactions between groups expressing different emotions.
